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How to Unify Identity, So You Can Link and Migrate Your IDs to the Cloud

Webinars 

Consolidating AD Domains and Forests – September 7 

From VDS to a Federated ID Service Based on Virtualization – September 21 

Conference 

Microsoft Ignite – September 25-29

To deploy cloud-based applications like Office 365, first you need to move your Active Directory users

to Azure AD. Accomplishing this move, especially for large organizations, can become difficult rapidly,

without some form of AD forest and domain consolidation. To get a sense of just how difficult cloud-

migration efforts can be without directory-consolidation, take a moment and attempt to multiply the number

of your intended cloud applications by the number of identity sources to which these apps need to point.

The result? An “n-squared” problem which threatens to become unmanageable almost instantly. 

That’s where RadiantOne comes in. Using advanced virtualization, our federated identity service,

RadiantOne FID, turns the consolidation of AD domains and forests—databases, LDAP directories, and

web services, too—into a point-and-click operation. Think of RadiantOne as a central “port” or hub, which

gathers identity from across your existing infrastructure—and then stores the resulting rationalized image

in a high-performance LDAP-compatible directory, HDAP, the Radiant Big-Data Directory. You can model

this global reference-image to fit specific application requirements. You can also push this global image of

identity to cloud directories, such as Azure AD, or to directories on AWS. When you implement a federated

identity service based on virtualization, you get the unified view of identity you need to make the move to

both Microsoft and non-Microsoft-centric cloud environments. 

And that’s how Radiant Logic solves the AD-consolidation challenge. Want to know exactly how we do the
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job? Check out this month’s webinars. Got more questions? Come see us at Microsoft Ignite October 25-

29 and get an actual, hands-on feel for our technology.

Webinars
Consolidating Your AD Domains and Forests into a Standard LDAP Directory with
RadiantOne
September 7, 11 a.m. Pacific / 2 p.m. Eastern 

Discover how RadiantOne works within your existing infrastructure to integrate all identity data into one

unified ID data store—consolidating multiple AD domains and forests. You get all the benefits of AD

consolidation for your existing LDAP applications—plus, a unified view of identity for cloud applications

and web services, which RadiantOne can synchronize with Azure AD and/or host on AWS. Tune in and

learn how a federated identity service can overcome the challenges of AD consolidation. 

Guest speaker: Nick Nikols, Principal Consulting Analyst with TechVision Research. 

» Join us!

From VDS to a Federated Identity Service Based on Virtualization (Part 1)
September 21, 11 a.m. Pacific / 2 p.m. Eastern 

What started as a tactical function—a “simple” way to integrate identity sources by proxying authentication

and authorization calls to the proper data repositories—has progressed to the extent that it has become a

complete, federated identity/data service—which includes such advanced capabilities as virtualization,

mapping, correlation, synchronization, and storage. Join us for this new webinar, as we lay out and

discuss Radiant Logic’s innovative solution to the identity-integration challenge. Guest speaker: Doug

Simmons, Principal Consulting Analyst, TechVision Research.  

» Join us!

Conferences
Microsoft Ignite
September 25-29, Orlando 

Visit us at Microsoft Ignite (booth #1851) and discover how you can use RadiantOne FID to accelerate

your journey to the cloud by:

Rapidly consolidating your AD infrastructure.

Empowering ADFS.

Syncing to cloud directories.

That’s not all: using RadiantOne you can enrich your consolidated identity image by joining attributes

from SQL, APIs, and LDAP; create an optimized infrastructure for ADFS and other IdPs; and provision

SaaS apps using this federated image. Dig into the details, one-on-one, with a Radiant Solutions Architect.
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    Want to learn more? Schedule a demo today!
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